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This paper proves that several initial-boundary value problems for a wide 
class of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations have solutions ci(x, t), 1 < i < Ai 
(with c,(x, t) representing the concentration of the ith species at position x in 
a set a at time t > 0), which exist for all t > 0 and are unique, smooth, non- 
negative, and strictly positive for t > 0. The Volterra-Lotka predator-prey 
model with diffusion (to which the results above are proved to apply) is then 
studied in more detail. It is proved that any bounded solution of this model 
loses its spatial dependence and behaves like a periodic function of time alone 
as t --L SO. It is proved that if the spatial dimension is one or if the diffusion 
coefficients of the two species are equal, then all solutions are bounded. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
A significant amount of attention has been given to systems of nonlinear 
reaction-diffusion equations 
(see [l-g]). Each unknown function ci = ci(x, t) is defined for t 2 0 and 
x E 0 (Q is a given open subset of W). Each vi is a given nonnegative function 
of (x, t) called the diffusion coefficient. Each Ai is a given function of N variables. 
In the ith equation, viAci is called the diffusion term and A,(cl , c., ,..., c.%,) is 
called the reaction term. 
System (1.1) can be used in models describing the multigroup diffusion of 
neutrons in fissionable matter or the flux of heat and moisture through porous 
solids [l, p. 1341. It has also been used in several models of nerve conduction 
r.101. 
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Systems of equations modeling chemical reactions are often of the form (1.1). 
The set Q is then the region in which the reactions take place. For 1 < i < N, 
ci(x, t) represents the concentration at location x ~0 and time t > 0 of the 
ith participating molecular species; cN(x, t) is the temperature at position x and 
time t [ll, p. 2651. (Since vNdcN models only diffusion of heat, such models are 
inappropriate unless convection is negligible.) Areas of application for such 
models include morphogenesis (see [12, pp. 123-1261 and [13]) and evolution 
of biopolymers before the existence of living organisms [14]. 
The assumptions of the present paper will be those appropriate for still 
another area in which (1 .l) is used: population dynamics. The set Q is then the 
region in which N biological species interact, and ci(x, t) is the concentration 
of the ith species at position x and time t. The diffusion term vi& models the 
tendency for net motion of individuals from regions of high concentration to 
regions of low concentration. The reaction term A,(ci , c, ,..., cN) models the 
effect on &,/at of biological interactions such as competition, predation, and 
symbiosis. 
No model of the form (1.1) can be relied on to be in quantitative agreement 
with real-world biological systems. Volterra, who did most of the early work 
on such models (without the diffusion terms), already clearly recognized this 
[15, p. 1 I]: “Volterra emphasized consistently that differential equations are, 
at best, only rough approximations of actual ecological systems. They would 
apply only to animals without age or memory, which eat all the food they 
encounter and immediately convert it into offspring.” System (1.1) can also be 
criticized as a model because it ignores probabilistic and optimal control aspects 
of the real-world situation. Nevertheless, system (1.1) is worth studying because 
it might give better qualitative understanding of certain real-world situations, 
and because such study might help in constructing and analyzing more complex 
models. 
In this paper we will consider only the case in which 
where each function Bi is given. For models of biological systems, (1.2) is a 
reasonable assumption (largely because ci = 0 implies A,(cl , c2 ,..., cN) = 0 
for such systems). References [16-181 or [19, p. 691 and [20-231 have considered 
only systems in which (1.2) holds (they did not consider the effects of diffusion). 
For models of chemical systems (1.2) is not a reasonable assumption in general 
(clearly Ai(cr , cs ,..., cN) > 0 can happen even if ci = 0 for such systems). 
The main results of this paper are stated in Theorems 1 and 2. Two papers 
that prove existence and smoothness for systems in situations somewhat similar 
to that of Theorem 1 are [I] and [24]. 
The authors are indebted to Professor Avner Friedman for a very helpful 
discussion. 
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2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIOIVS 
Since the most difficult theorems will be drawn from [25], our notation and 
definitions will follow that source with only a few stylistic modifications (see [25, 
pp. I-IO]). 
Let 6 and p0 be fixed numbers with 0 < 6 < 1 and p0 > 0. If G is an open 
subset of 5X”, H”+“(G) denotes the Banach space of all real-valued functions u 
continuous on G with all first and second order derivatives also continuous on G 
with finite value for the norm 
where CL =y (q , 01~ ,..., tin) is a multiindex (an n-vector of nonnegative integers), 
/ ol 1 = 01~ + 0~~ + ... + or,, D% = al%/&~r 3x$ ... 2x2, where each summa- 
tion is extended over all multiindices satisfying the condition listed beneath it, 
and where the second supremum is taken over all x and y in G such 
that 0 < j x - y ] < pa. For each OL with j 01 1 = 2, this supremum picks out the 
coefficient of Holder continuity for Dau corresponding to Holder exponent 6. 
The “space domain” of this paper is a bounded open subset G of [w” with 
boundary 82. We assume that 852 E H2+’ (where 0 < 1< 1 is fixed throughout 
this paper), i.e., that there are positive constants p and Mi such that 
for any x0 E aJ2 there is a one-to-one map 4 of the closure of the set 
K = {x = (x1, xs ,..., x,) E R”; xl2 + xs2 + **. + x”,-, < 1 and I x, j < l} into 
EP, where q3 E H2+z(K), I$ IF’“’ < Ml , (b(0, 0 ,..., 0) = x”, $({xn .: 0} n K) =:- 
82 n 4(K), $({xn < 0} n K) = JJ A $(K), and where #(K) contains a ball 
of radius p about x0. Such a set ~2 has a unit outward normal n =-= n(x) :~: 
(d4, ~2(X),..., q,(x)) at each point x of aJ2. The directional derivative in the 
direction n will be denoted by a/an. We will say that XJ E C” (for k ;,- 1) if 
functions 4 exist as above and are K times continuously differentiable instead of 
being in H2+l(K) and having / 4 I$+‘) < Ml . 
For any T > 0, let QT = Sz x (0, T). For j a nonnegative integer and 
0 < 6 < 1, denote by Hj+6*(i+6)/2(&) the Banach space of all real-valued 
functions u having all derivatives of the form DaDtru (here LY is a multiindex, 
r > 0 is an integer, and D, = a/at) with 2r + j LY / <j continuous on Q., 
and having finite norm 
1 u fj+d 
QT = c sup ] D”D,‘u 1 
+ c sup 
IPW4 (3, t) - PD,‘4 (Y, t)l
Ir+jaj=j IX-Y I6 
+ c sup IPW4 (x, 4 - PW4 (x, f)l I t - t’ 1(6+j-Zr-Icl)/2 , 3--1$2T+1Ul<3 
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where the second supremum is extended over all (x, t) and (y, t) in Qr with 
0 < 1 x - y ] < p0 and where the third supremum is extended over all (x, t) 
and (x, t’) in gr with 0 < ] t - t’ ] < p0 . The second and third suprema pick 
out the coefficients of Holder continuity for DUD,% with respect to the space and 
time variables, respectively, with Holder exponents 6 and (8 + j - 2r - / ol])/2, 
respectively. 
3. RESULTS FOR THE GENERAL INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
THEOREM 1. Let 52 be a bounded open subset of IF!” with n 2 1. Assume that 
aQ E H2+z for some I satisfying 0 < I< 1. Let fi , fi ,..., fN be nonnegative-valued 
functions in H2+z(D) whose normal derivatives vanish on aQ. For 1 < i < N let 
Bi: W + Iw have continuous partial derivatives up to second order. Let v1 , vg , . . . , vN 
be given positive constants. Assume the following condition: 
(The food pyramid condition.) For every M > 0 and 1 < i < N, there 
exists a hi(M) > 0 such that c1 > 0, c2 > 0 ,..., c, > 0 and c1 < M, c2 < M ,..., 
czPI < M imply that Bi(cl , c2 ,..., cN) < hi(M). 
Then 
(i) for any constant T > 0 the nonlinear parabolic system 
&/at = v,Ac, + ciBi(cl , c2 ,..., Q.,) for (x, t) E Q-7 , 1 <i<NN; 
Ci(X, 0) = f&) forxEI2, 1 <i<N; 
(&,/hz) (x, t) = 0 for (x, t) E i3Q x [0, T], 
1 < i < N (3.1) 
has a solution (cI(x, t), c2(x, t),..., cN(x, t)) with ci E H2+zJ2+s)/2(&) for 1 < i < N. 
This solution is unique, even among generalized solutions of (3.1); 
(ii) ci(x, t) > 0 for (x, t) E$=, 1 < i < N; and 
(iii) if Sz is connected and no fi (1 < i < N) is identically zero, then each 
ci (1 < i < N) is strictly positive for t > 0. 
Remurk 1. The theorem is also true if any or all of the boundary conditions 
&,/& = 0 are replaced by ci(x, t) = Qi(x, t) under the conditions of [25, 
Theorem 5.2, p. 3201 with ai > 0 (in (iii) th e conclusion is then that Q(X, t) > 0 
for x E P and t > 0). Also, any of the operators viA can be replaced by more 
general elliptic operators under the conditions of [25, Theorem 5.3, p. 3201. In 
particular (perhaps the most important generalization from the point of view of 
applications), each diffusion constant vi can be replaced by a function vi(x, t), 
Holder continuous in (x, t) and with vi(x, t) > 6 > 0 (for some constant 6) 
on each gr . Only slight changes in the proof below are required to establish 
these statements. 
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Remark 2. The vast majority of all biological systems have a “food pyra- 
mid”; i.e., it is possible to arrange the species in numerical sequence so that if 
1 < i < j < IV, then the ith species does not use the jth species for food. If 
cl < M, c2 < M,..., ci-r < M, then all the species that the ith species might 
use for food (except the ith species itself) have limited concentrations, so it is 
reasonable to assume (since cannibalism does not increase the biomass of the 
ith species) that its growth is limited, i.e., B,(ci , cz ,..., cN) < bd(M); note that 
this allows ci(x, t) to grow like a constant times exp[tb,(M)]. The first species 
in the sequence discussed above (and perhaps a few others) is a primary food 
producer, not feeding on any other species. Its growth rate is restricted by the 
limited amount of energy density (e.g., chemical energy in plant species not 
considered in the system or light energy) in the environment, so it is reasonable 
to assume that there is a b, > 0 such that B,(c, , cp ,..., cN) < 6, whenever 
Cl : 2 0, c., -5 o,..., c, > 0. Thus the name of the food pyramid condition is 
appropriate, and it is reasonable to assume for general biological ecosystems. 
Symbiosis as well as inter- or intra-species competition or predation are allowed 
by this assumption. 
Remark 3. Kate that (iii) implies that, unlike the situation without cliffusion, 
no species can be driven to extinction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let T > 0 be fixed. For any positive nonintegral k, 
let I-(k) 7-z ((Cl , c2 )...) c,v); 1 ci 1:; is finite for 1 .< i < N). Let the norm 
1i . ,lV(,<) for l’(k) be defined by li(c, , c2 ,..., c~)//,(,J == 1 c, 1:; + I c2 1:: + ... + 
1 c,,, !g;. A tedious Taylor’s theorem argument shows that since each B, (for 
1 CC: 1. < 1\-) is twice continuously differentiable, the map (ci , ca ,..., c.v) t+ 
Bi(cl , cp ,...a c,v) is from V(Z) into Hz~z~~(&) and is continuous. 
For any (zi , za ,..., ?,v) E V(E), let (ci , c2 ,..., cy) be the unique solution in 
7;(/ I 2) of the problem 
i,c,hf = vi& + ciBi(& , E2 ,..., &) for(x,t)EQr, 1 ;i:<N; 
c&Y, 0) -= f<(X) forsE0, 1 >; i ;;, N; 
(&fh) (x, f) = 0 for (x, t) E 8!J x [0, T], 
1 .:z i < IV. 
This unique solution is guaranteed by applying [25, Theorem 5.3, pp. 320, 3211 
to the N (separate) initial-boundary value problems for the ci above. Let 
V: V(Z) ---f V(Z + 2) be defined by %?(?r , & ,..., zN) = (cr , c2 ,..., c,v). A careful 
reading of the proof of [25, Theorem 5.31 shows that %’ is a continuous map. 
Let 4;: V(Z + 2) + V(Z) be the inclusion map; i.e., for every (& , r, ,..., zN) E 
L7(Z + 2), .q& , zz )...) EN) = (& , 22 )..., zN) E V(Z). Clearly 4 is a bounded 
linear map. It can also be shown that S is compact. The map 979: V(Z + 2) ---, 
Ii(l +- 2) is therefore compact. 
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For 1 < i < N, let ai = max{fi( ) x ; x E o}. We now define numbers 
b, , b, I..., bN by induction. Let b, > 0 be the guaranteed constant such that 
cr 3 0, ca >, 0 ,..., cN 3 0 imply that B,(c, , ca ,..., cN) < b, . Suppose now that 
b, > 0, b, > o,..., biel > 0 have been chosen (here 1 < i < N). Let 
M = max{a,ebkr; 1 < R < i}, and define bi to be the guaranteed constant such 
that c, > 0, ca > 0 ,..., c, > 0 and cl < M, c2 < M ,..., ci-r < M imply that 
Bi(Cl 9 C2 y.o.9 CN) < bi . 
Define S = {(Ei , iZ2 ,..., FN) E V(‘(I + 2); 0 < &(x, t) < aiebiT for (x, t) E& and 
1 < i < N}. Clearly S is a closed convex subset of V(l + 2). We will show that 
%V maps S into itself so that the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem (see, 
for example, [26, p. 1311) guarantees the existence of a (cr , ca ,..., c.~) E S such 
that %Y(c, , c2 ,..., cN) = (ci , c2 ,..., cN). Obviously (ci , c2 ,..., cN) is then a 
solution of (3.1) with ci 3 0 and ci E H2+z.(2+z)/2(Qr) for 1 < i < N. Uniqueness 
even among generalized solutions of (3.1) then follows from [27, pp. 3-71. 
It remains to prove (iii) and to show that V?.Y maps S into itself; this will 
be done by several applications of various maximum principles. For 
(Z1 , Z2 ,..., ZN) E S, let (cr , c2 ,..., cN) = %V(Ei , F2 ,..., cN) as before. For 
1 <i<N and (x,~)EQ=, define Ri(x, t) = (ci(x, t) - uiebit) e-bit and 
Qi(x, t) = -ci(x, t) e-Mt, where 
M = max{ ]Bi(yr , y2 ,..., yN)J ; 1 < i < iV, 0 < yk < akebnT for 1 < K < N}. 
Fix i with 1 < i < N. Since Qi(x, 0) < 0 for all x ED, since (aQ,/an) (x, t) = 0 
for all (x,t) E as2 x [0, T], since aQi/&-viAQi+ [--B,(&, Z2,..., iTN)+ M]Qi =0 
for (x, t) E QT , and since [--Bi(Z1 , .?s ,..., CN) + M] 3 0 we have (by [28, 
Theorem 7, p. 1741, together with the observation that the proof of Theorem 6 
can be carried out as before, for E = QT , if for P of the form (x, T) a sphere 
through P can be constructed whose interior lies entirely in QT+r instead of QT; 
D n {(x, t); t < T} is used instead of the lens shaped region D of Theorem 3, 
and remark (ii) on p. 169 is applied to the function w of the proof of Theorem 3) 
that Qi(x, t) < 0 and thus ci(x, t) > 0 for all (x, t) EQ= . Moreover, if 
ci(xo, to) = 0 for some x0 E a and to > 0, then Qi(xo, to) = 0 also, and if Sz is 
connected we have by [28, Theorem 7, p. 174, and the observation made above] 
that Q*(x, 0) = 0 for all x EQ, so that ci(x, 0) =fi(x) = 0 for all x EQ. This 
proves (iii). 
Fix i with 1 < i < N. Since &(x, 0) < 0 for all x E a, since (a&/&z) (x, t) = 0 
for all (x, t) E aJ2 x [0, T], and since aR,/at - viARi = c,[Bi(ifl , 4 ,..., F,,,) - 
bi] e-bit < 0, we have by [28, Theorems 5 and 6, pp. 173, 174, and the observa- 
tion made above] that Ri(x, t) G 0 and thus c&c, t) < aiebct < aiebiT for 
(x, t) 6QT . Thus VY maps S into itself, so the proof of Theorem 1 is 
complete. 
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4. RESUI.TS FOR THE VOLTERRA-LOTKAPREDATOR-PREY MODEL 
The Volterra-Lotka predator-prey model with diffusion is 
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WITH DIFFUSION 
Kate that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the nonlinear terms of 
(4.1) are -&$i and &$a instead of -S&C/J, and ~&$a (where 6 and y are positive 
constants); the change of variables @i = ~4~ , (Pa -= &$a reduces the latter case 
to the former. In (4.1), ~$r and C#Q represent the concentrations of the prey and 
predator species, respectively. 
If C&(X, t) and C&,(X, t) are unique solutions of (4.1) define 
for i = I, 2 and t ;,: 0 (here m(Q) d enotes the Lebesguc measure of Q). 
The period of a periodic solution (@i(t), @a(t)) of the system of ordinary 
differential equations 
is the time between successive crossings by (G$(t), @a(t)) of the ray {(x, y) E UP; 
x == /3, ~1 .< a] in tne phase plane. We define the pseudoperiod of ($(t), 6,,(t)) to 
be the time between successive crossings by (&(t), &a(t)) of this same ray (this 
time may vary as t - co). 
THEOREU 2. Let Q be a bounded open subset of II?” with n 3 1. Assume that 
?Q E P. Let fi and fi be given nonnegative-valued functions in H”+“(o) (for some I 
with 0 < 1 < 1) whose normal derivatives vanish on XI. Assume that Q is con- 
nected and that neither fi nor f2 vanishes identically. Let v1 , vy , 01, and /I be positive 
constants. 
Then : 
(i) Ql(x, t) and 4*(x, t) are infkitely diflerentiable on 52 x (0, 30). 
(ii) If there is a positive constant M such that 41(x, t)! < M and 
1 c#~(x, t)’ < AI’ for a22 (x, t) E 0 x [0, co), then &(x, t) a &(t) and $2(x, t) --* 
&(t) as t - 00, uniformly for all x EQ. For every E > 0 there exists a T, > 0 
such that (6,(t), $(t)) is an c-approximate solution for t ‘-- T, of (4.2). There is a 
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periodic solution (C+(t), Q%(t)) of (4.2) w h ose orbit set {(C&(t), C&(t)); - a3 < t < c0> 
is approached as closely as desired by (&(t), 6z(t)) for su#kiently large t. If 
(Ql(t), @.Jt)) is not the equilibrium solution (@, 01), then the pseudoperiod of 
(&(t), 6’z(t)) exists and approaches the period of (al(t), Q&(t)) as cZoseZy as 
desired as t ---f CO. 
(iii) If IQ = v2 or if n = 1, then there is a constant M as required above. 
Proof. Clearly Theorem 1 (including part (iii)) applies to (4.1) under the 
assumptions of Theorem 2. The food pyramid condition is easy to check: 
~lbOand~230implyol--2dcu;~l, x 0 and & > 0 together with +r < M 
imply $r - p < M. 
Part (i) of Theorem 2 follows by repeated application of [29, Theorem 11, 
p. 741 to any bounded domain D whose closure is contained in Q x (0, co). 
The hypotheses for the starting values (p, q) = (2, 1) are guaranteed by Theo- 
rem 1. 
For x > 0 and y > 0, define E(x, y) = [c@]-~ {x - fl- /3 lr@-lx) + y - 
01 - OL ln(Lu-4)). For t > 0 (so that we have +r(x, t) > 0 and +a(.~, t) > 0) 
define 
vt[$, 9 $21 = I, &A@, t>, 44x, t>> dx. 
For t > 0 we have, by differentiation under the integral sign, by the chain 
rule, by use of (4.1) and the definition of I?, and by the divergence theorem that 
Thus for h = min(v,/q 1+//3) and for t > 0, 
Thus V,[$, , +2] is a nonincreasing function of t for t > 0. Note that E(x, y) > 
E@, a) = 0 for all x > 0 and y > 0. Therefore V,[+, , &J 3 0 for all t > 0. 
Assume now that there is a positive constant M such that 1 &(x, t)l < M and 
1 +2(x, t)l < M for all (x, t) ~0 x [0, co). 
Let D be an open set with D C Q and aD E C2. Differentiating under the 
integral sign, using the divergence theorem, and using (4.1) we have for i = 1,2 
and t 3 0 that 
2 2 Z& do(x) - j, ~LL$~[v~L~+, + nJ dx, (4.4) 
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where n1 = (CY - +a) +r and 7ts = (A - /?) +* . Taking the limit as D expands 
to fill up Q in such a way that the outer unit normals for D converge to those of Q, 
by the uniform convergence to a continuous limit of the right-hand side of (4.4) 
(on bounded t-intervals) we have for i = 1, 2 and t :> 0 that 
(4.5) 
Since j+i/<iWfor i-1,2, we have j~z~j<M(NI+ol+-p) for i-:1,2. 
Note that if A&[v& + nil < 0 at a point (x, t) we must have vi / O& / < 
! ni I < M(M + ol + j?) there so that ! A& / < v;‘M(M + 01 + /3). Thus for 
i = I, 2 and f i:. 0, 
(4.6) 
where c = 2m(Q) [(max{v;‘, r~;‘}) M(M + 01 + fi)] [2M(M + (Y + /3)]. 
With I $i / < M and 1 +2 1 < M we can rewrite (4.3) in the form 
We claim now that so j V+, / 2 + j V&. j2 dx goes to zero as t + 00. Otherwise 
there would exist an E > 0 and a sequence {t,; k = 1, 2,...} with t, 2 2 and 
tk+l 3 1 + t, for k = 1, 2,... such that s0 1 V+, I2 + I V$, I2 dx > E for every 
t, in the sequence. Let 7 = min{l, r/(k)}. In view of (4.6) we have 
fo ] V$,, I2 f j V+2 I2 dx > l /2 for t, - 17 < t < t, and k = I, 2,.... Thus from 
(4.7) we have 
for k == I, 2,.... Thus V,[C$, d2] decreases by at least h.57/(2M2) an infinite 
number of times as t -+ 00, contradicting the fact that V,[& , &] 3 0. Thus 
SC2 I Wl I2 -I- I ‘74, I2 dx -+ 0 as t + co as claimed. 
From [30] we have for i = 1, 2, x E a and t > 1 that 
h(X, t) = lQ u,(t) X; t - 1, Y) My, t - 1) dy + .$lt d7 Jaui(t, x; T,y) ni(y, T) dy, 
where q(t, X; s, y) is the fundamental solution of vidf - ?fiat =I- 0 for the domain 
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Q with the boundary condition af /an = 0 on X?. For 1 < k < n, i = 1,2, x ~0, 
and t > 1 we then have 
One can obtain the estimate 
t, x; s, y) dy < K(t - s)-~‘~ eK(t-s) 
for t > s and for a suitable constant K > 0 by first proving the corresponding 
estimate for Z(t, x; s, y) by direct computation and then using [30, (3.11) and 
(3.12), p. 3071 together with [31, (3.3), p. 851. (Compare this estimate with 
[30, (3.13), p. 3071.) u . g sm our estimate together with the bounds 1 Ci ] < M 
and I ni I < M&f + a+ B), simple estimates show that there is an &’ such 
that ~(&$J&c~) (x, t)l < M for i == 1,2, 1 < k < n, x EQ, and t > 1. Since 
each &J$/&~ is continuous on B x [0, I], we may increase A? if necessary so 
that I(+J&) (x, t)l < A’? for i == 1, 2, 1 < k < n, x EQ, and t 3 0. 
By [32, Lemma 1, p. 3701 we have in case B is convex that for each (x, t) E 
51 x [0, cc) and i = 1,2, 
where 6 is the diameter of Q. Pick an integer q > 2 so large that, defining p 
by p-l + q-l = 1, we have p(n - 1) < 7t. Then the L,(Q) norm of [ x - y I1-n 
is bounded so that Holder’s inequality applied to (4.8) gives 
for i = 1, 2 and all (x, t) E 0 x [0, co), where K is a constant independent of t, 
and where [I . &, denotes the norm in L,(Q). Using the ideas of [32, Remark 4 
and Theorem 2, pp. 376, 3771, (4.9) can be extended so as to be valid not only 
for convex Q, but also for any Q satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Since q > 2 and / &$,/ax, 1 < i@,we have I/ $&/ax, /lp < A?-2/g[1/ &$Jax, j/2]2/g. 
We have already proved that jl +Jaxr II2 +Oast+cofori=1,2,1 <k<n. 
Thus /j &#Jax, /IQ---f 0 as t--f co also, and therefore by (4.9) we have that 
&(x, t) -+ 6$(t) as t + cc for i = 1, 2, uniformly for x E D. 
Since V,[+, , $2] is nonincreasing and nonnegative, there is a constant V, > 0 
such that V,[#, , &] -+ V, as t + co. In the phase plane for the system (4.2), 
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for every I’ 3 0, define S(V) = {(x, y); x > 0, y > 0, E(x, r) -= V/m(Q)}. We 
will consider only the case I’, > 0 (the case V, = 0 is much simpler). Let 
E” > 0 be chosen so that 5e,, is less than both the distance from S( I’,) to the 
coordinate axes and the distance from S(V,) to the point (fl, a). For any E 
with 0 < E < E,, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
R, : {(x, y); x > 0, y > 0, V&(Q) .< E(x, y) < (r/;c $- s)jm(Q)) 
is contained in an c-neighborhood of the set S( V,). There is a zi, > 0 such that 
i fJi(x, t) - 4’i(t)l < c for t > U, , x E a, and i = 1, 2, while also ITT <l 
I:[& , $a] .< I’, + 6 for t 3 U, . For every t 3 U, the mean-value theorem 
for integrals assures us that some point of {(+r(x, t), +a(~, t)); x E 0) must be in 
R, . Then clearly (@(t), &a(t)) is closer that 3~ to S( I’,) so that every point of 
{(+i(x, t), q&(x, t)); x ED} is closer than 5~ to S( Vz). Thus we have shown that 
the distance from (&(t), &a(t)) to the set S( V,) goes to zero as t --f cf3. Clearly 
S(V,) is an orbit set of the system (4.2). 
We have for t > 0 that 
;Ql==(a-d$)q+El and 
where 
El := [w~(Sr)]-~ s, (& - 4,) & dx and E, = [m(Q)]-’ .i:, (& - 6,) & dx. 
Since E, and E, can be made as small as desired by taking t sufficiently larger 
it is clear that for every E > 0 there exists a T, > 0 such that ($i(t), sa(t)) is an 
c-approximate solution for t > T, of the system (4.2). The statement about the 
pseudoperiod is then also clear. This completes the proof of (ii). 
To prove (iii), first assume that vr = V? = V. By explicit calculation, 
while also (a/&z) [E($, , $a)] = 0, so that for any constant t, > 0, [28, Theorems 
5 and 6, pp. 173, 1741 show that for all (x, t) E a x [to , m ) we have 
E(+,(x, 0, &(x, t)) < maxW,(y, to), MY, &J); Y E fi3 < m3. Since A and (b2 
are bounded for t E [0, t,,], this proves that there exists a constant M such that 
~ $i / .< M and 1 4, / < M for all (x, t) ED x [0, co), if vi = vp = V. 
To complete the proof of (iii), make the alternate assumption that n 1. 
Then 52 is some interval (a, b), where b > a. It is easy to see that there is a 
constant K > 0 such that 
(4.10) 
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for all f E [a, b] and all continuously differentiable functionsf on [a, b]. Pick any 
constant t, > 0. Because of (4.3), every time interval of length 1 in [t,, , co) must 
contain a point t* for which 
s / V In&(x, t*)12 + 1 V In&(x, t*)12 dx < (‘to - p + ‘) , (4.11) n 
so that (4.10) gives, with f(x) = In&(x, t*) and i = 1,2, and upper bound 
independent of t * for 1 In &(x, t*) - [b - al-l JI In &(y, t*) dy / . Since 
V,[+, , &] is decreasing and nonnegative, it is bounded; from this fact it is 
easy to get bounds for I[b - a]-’ sz In &(y, t*) dy 1 . Thus 1 In +i(x, t*)l and 
hence &(x, t*) can be bounded for all x E a and all t*. The fact that every 
interval of length 1 in [to , 00) contains a t* together with the crude exponential 
growth estimate +r(x, t) < max{&(y, t*); y E D} &t-t*) for all x E 0 and t > t * 
(which we saw implicitly in the proof of Theorem 1) then shows that #&, t) 
is bounded for all (x, t) EQ x [0, co). Using this bound for +r we get an expo- 
nential growth estimate for & and thus a bound for q&(x, t) valid for all 
(3, t) E B x [O, co). 
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